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Scenario 

Our company takes incoming data about the products it sells, and stores it in a central product 
data hub.  The most important field in the incoming data is a free-text description that contains 
key information about the products.  There is no standard format for this free-text field.  It 
usually contains similar sorts of information – for example, units of measure, types of product, 
colors, dimensions, materials, the product’s name, and so on.  But this information is often 
jumbled up in different orders, and a variety of abbreviations often used to refer to the same 
properties (for example, STEEL and STL). 

Here are two examples of typical values: 

1 1/8-12X4 HX HD CAP SCR-GR 8 ZINC PL(LE) 

1/2-13X4 1/2 HX HD FULL THRD CAP SCR GR 2 

The product hub requires structured data records.  Therefore attributes of each product must 
be extracted from the incoming data’s description field and standardized.  In addition, any 
duplicate records must be identified and merged. 

The challenge is to restructure the rows as follows: 

Original Description Base 

Description 

Category Head 

Type 

Material Screw 

Type 

Dimensions Grade 

1 1/8-12X4 HX HD 

CAP SCR-GR 8 ZINC 

PL(LE) 

HEX HEAD 

CAP SCREW- 

ZINC PL(LE) 

SCREW HEX 

HEAD 

ZINC 

PLATED 

CAP 1 1/8-12X4 GR 8 

1/2-13X4 1/2 HX 

HD FULL THRD CAP 

SCR GR 2 

HEX HEAD 

FULL THRD 

CAP SCREW 

SCREW HEX 

HEAD 

 CAP 1/2-13X4 

1/2 

GR 2 

In order to achieve this, EDQ’s main tasks are: 

 Profiling the description field to understand its contents 

 Classifying each record as belonging to a particular category of product (SCREW, BOLT, 
MOTOR and so on) 

 Recognizing key pieces of information within the description field 

 Extracting these attributes into their own fields 

 Standardizing the extracted data 

 De-duplicating the standardized data records 
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Part 1 – Launch the Director User Interface 

A - Launch the Director UI 

1. Double click the Enterprise Data Quality icon on the desktop ( ) or 
open the Firefox Web Browser and navigate to the following URL: 

http://localhost:8011/edq.  The Enterprise Data Quality Launchpad is displayed: 

 

 

http://localhost:8011/edq
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2. Click the Director link to launch the Director user interface. 
 

 

3. If a dialog box tells you that a Java update is needed, click Later. 

4. A dialog box will ask you whether you want to run this application, click the ‘I accept 
the risk…’ check box, and click Run. 

5. Login with the username dnadmin and password dnadmin. 
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Part 2 – Profiling 

A - Navigate to the Profiling Process and Run It 
1. In the Project Browser, on the left-side of the Director UI, expand the Projects 

node. 
 

 

2. Expand the Product Data Hands-on Lab project, and, within that project, expand 
the Processes node. 

3. Double click the [1] Profile Product Data process to open it in the middle area of 
the UI, which is called the Canvas. 
 

 

4. Near the top-left of the Canvas, click  to run the process. 

B - Examine the Incoming Data Records 
1. In the Canvas (that is the middle area of the screen), click the first (Reader) 

processor, labeled ‘Sample Product Data Input’: 
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2. The area of the screen directly below the Canvas is called the Results Browser.  In 
the Results Browser you can now see the incoming product data records.  Note that 
there are only two columns: Id and Original Description. 
 

 

C – Examine the Quickstats Profiler’s Results 
1. In the Canvas, click the processor labelled Quickstats  

2. In the Results Browser note that: 

3. There are a total of 233 records in our sample product data. 

4. Both fields are fully populated. 

5. Twelve rows have duplicate descriptions. 
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D – Examine the Patterns Profiler’s Results 
1. In the Canvas, click the Patterns Profiler 

2. In the Results Browser, use the scroll bar on the right to browse through the 
patterns in the Original Description field.  In the patterns, the character a 
represents letters, N represents numbers, _ represents spaces, and p represents 
punctuation (for example, a comma).  Note that there are many different patterns, 
and that none is particularly dominant – the most frequent pattern occurs only six 
times. 
 

 

3. Click one of the patterns to drill-down to its data rows. 

 

 

 

4. In the Results Browser, click  to return to the list of patterns.  Examine another 
five or six patterns, drilling down on each to see the underlying data rows. 

It is clear that the data contains rows relating to several 

different types of product.  There are many screws, but also 

bolts, capacitors, motors and resistors.  And it is also clear 

that for each type of product there are many different patterns.  

This will make it more difficult for us to extract the 
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information we need.  If, for example, we knew that all of the 

records related to screws, and that the second word from the 

right always contained the head type, then it would be relatively 

simple to design a process to extract this information.  However, 

it is clear that the data contains several types of product (not 

just screws), and that the key information that we need to 

extract is often presented in a different order. 

E – Examine the Phrase Profiler’s Results 
1. In the Canvas, click the processor labeled Product Description Phrase Profile 

 

 

 

2. In the Results Browser note that the Phrase field displays words and phrases that 
occur frequently in the Original Description field, with the most frequent at the top 
of the list. 
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3. Use the scroll bar on the right to browse through the most commonly occurring 
phrases.  Note that this includes values like screw, cap, hd, head, ss, set, scr 
and so on.  It seems likely that some of these values are actually different 
abbreviations of the same thing (for example, screw and scr, hd and head). 

F - What have we learned from Profiling? 
 The data contains rows relating to several different types of product: 

o Screws 

o Bolts 

o Capacitors 

o Motors 

o Resistors 

 The description field contains many different patterns.  The important information that 
we will need to extract is presented in different orders.  Our extraction process must 
cater for this.  In other words, it must include semantic, as well as pattern-based 
recognition capabilities. 

 The data contains different abbreviations of the same value (screw and scr).  Our 
process will need to first recognize these as meaning the same thing and then 
standardize them. 
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Part 3 – Product Classification 

A - Examine the Classify Products Process 
1. In the Project Browser, on the left-side of the Director UI, double click the [2] 

Classify Products process to open it on the Canvas. 

 
 

2. Let’s find out what this process does. Near the top-left of the Canvas, click  to 
run the process. 

3. In the Canvas, click the first (Reader) processor, labeled Sample Product Data 
Input.  In the Results Browser you can now see the Id and Original Description 
fields.  This process reads in the same data that we profiled in the last part of the 
lab. 

4. In the Canvas, click the processor labeled Product Data Classified (a Writer 
processor). 

5. Look at the Results Browser, and note that the data that is written out of this 
process includes an extra column: Category. 

6. Use the scroll bar on the right-side of the Results Browser to examine the various 
categories that have been identified. 
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You should find that most records have been assigned to one of 

the following categories: Screw, Bolt, Motor, Capacitor, 

Resistor. 

7. How have these categories been assigned?  On the Canvas, double-click the 
processor labeled Parse to Classify Products into Categories (a Parse processor) 
to open it. 
 

 

8. Double-click the Classify sub-processor. 
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The Classify dialog opens. 

9. Click on the CategoryHint Token Check. 
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10. Click  besides the Values field.  The Reference Data Editor opens: 
 

 

This parsing processor uses ‘hints’ to assign categories to 

rows of data.  Both the hints and their associated categories 

are held in EDQ reference data.  You can see them in the first 

and second left columns above.  If, for example, the processor 

finds ‘SCREW’, ‘SCRW’, ‘SCRWS’, ‘SCW’, ‘SCR’ or ‘SCREWS’ in 

the description field, then it assigns the data row to the 

‘SCREW’ category.  EDQ Product Data Services will ship with 

sets of pre-prepared reference data, but you should also note 

that EDQ reference data is extensible: you can add new rows to 

existing reference data, and you can also develop whole new 

sets of reference data yourself if you need to. 

11. Click Cancel to close the Reference Data Editor. 

12. Click Cancel again to close the Classify dialog. 

 

Let’s summarize the [2] Classify Products process then: it 

assigns the data records to product categories by looking for 

category hints in the description field.  Its dictionary of 

category hints is held in EDQ reference data. 
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Part 4 – Extracting Dimensions 

A - Examine the Extract Dimensions Process 
1. In the Project Browser, on the left-side of the Director UI, double click the [3] 

Extract Dimensions process to open it on the Canvas. 

 

2. Let’s examine what the process does, and then you will develop it further. Near the 

top-left of the Canvas, click  to run the process. 

3. In the Canvas, click on the processor labeled Product Data Classified (a Reader 
processor).  In the Results Browser you can now see the Id, Original Description 
and Category fields.  This process reads in the data set that the previous process 
wrote out. 
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4. In the Canvas, double-click the processor labeled Category=SCREW (a Value 
Check processor)  to open it. 

5. Note that Category is the input field. 
 

 

6. Navigate to the Options tab. 

7. Note that the Value to compare records against is set to SCREW. 

8. Click Cancel to close the processor. 

9. Note that only records that pass the value check in the Category=SCREW 
processor are sent to downstream processors: 
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So, the process checks to see whether the Category is Screw.  

Effectively, the Value Check is a filter that only allows records 

with a category of SCREW to pass.  Records for all other 

categories are not processed any further. 

10. In the Canvas, click the Upper Case Description processor. 

11. Look at the Results Browser, and note that this processor standardizes all letters to 
UPPER CASE. 

12. In the Canvas, click the Normalize Whitespace Description processor.  Note 
that this processor removes leading and trailing whitespaces, and also normalizes 
multiple consecutive concurrencies to a single whitespace. 

So far, the process simply reads in the data, filters out all 

records that are not screws, and carries out some basic 

standardization on the remaining records.  Next, you will develop 

it further, with the aim of extracting key information about 

dimensions from the description. 

B – Add the first Extract Attributes processor 

1. In the Tool Palette Browser, on the right-side of the Director UI, click  to select 
the Product Data family of processors. 
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2. Drag the Extract Attributes processor from the Tool Palette and drop it onto the 
Canvas, immediately to the right of the Normalize Whitespace Description 
processor. 
 

 

3. Click  on the right-side of the Normalize Whitespace processor, and drag to 
connect it to the  on the left-side of the Extractor Attributes processor. 

 
 

4. As the two processors are connected, the Extract Attributes dialog opens. 

5. In the list of Available Attributes, select Original Description and click  to 
move it to the Input description field. 
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6. Navigate to the Options tab. 

7. Edit the Options as follows: 

a. Attribute Values delimiter  ^ 

b. Attribute Label Surround (…) [] 

c. Output delimiter   ~ 

d. Strip extractions?   Yes 

8. Click  to the right of the Extractions and replacements field, and, in the Select 
Resource dialog, select the [PatternExtraction] Attributes reference data, and 
click OK to select it. The dialog should look like this: 
 

 

9. Without clicking OK again, return to the Attributes tab. 

10. At the bottom of the screen, in the Suffix box, add ‘composites’ and note that the 
output attributes above have all been renamed to add .composites to the end of 
each attribute name: 
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11. Click OK to close the Extract Attributes dialog. 

12. On the Canvas, double-click the name of the Extract Attribute processor, and edit it 
so that it reads: Extract Attributes – Composites. 
 

 

13. Click  to run the process. 

14. In the Canvas, click the Extract Attributes - Composites processor 

 

15. In the Results Browser, click the header of the extraction.composites column 
twice in order to sort the results in descending order. 
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16. Use the scroll-bars to browse through the results. 
 

 

17. In the Results Browser, click the filter icon ( ), and then filter on Id = 1049. 
 

 
 

18. Click OK to activate the filter.  In the Results Browser, you should now see this 
record: 

 
Note what the Extract Attributes - Composites processor has done: 

a) As the processor’s name suggests, it has extracted an attribute from the 
original description – in this case some dimensions relating to a screw.  It has 
put the extracted value in a new field called extraction.composites: 
 

 

The reason that the field is suffixed with the word 

‘composites’ is that it may contain more than one property 

(for example, more than one kind of dimension, or perhaps a 

dimension and a sort of material or a kind of packaging or a 
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level of voltage).  In the case of row 1049, however, there is 

a single property.  

b) It has created another new attribute called 
replacementoutput.composites.  This contains the input description with 
the attribute value extracted and replaced with the name of the attribute: 

 
 

c) It has created a third new attribute called remaininginput.composites.  
This contains the original description, but without the extracted information: 
 

  
 

d) Finally, it has created another new field called 
attributevaluepairs.composite.  This contains a value / attribute pair: the 
name of the attribute [Dim – Screw – I], a ^ symbol, and then the value (1 
1/8-12x4).   
 

 

The processor has extracted pieces of information that may be 

important to us – concerning product dimensions of one sort or 

another – and has placed them in new attributes.  Meanwhile, 

with some of the ‘noise’ of dimensions removed, the stripped 

back description field is now easier to understand, and so it 

is easier to extract more information from it.  To use an 

analogy, we have peeled back the first layer of the onion. 

19. How has the processor done this?  On the Canvas, double-click the Extract 
Attributes – composites processor to open it.  Then navigate to the options tab. 

20. Click  besides the Extractions and replacements field.  The Reference Data Editor 
opens: 
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The Extract Attributes processor uses regular expressions (RegEx) 

held in EDQ reference data to recognize and extract particular 

patterns in the original description field.  As you can see in 

the screenshot above, this is how it can recognize the Screw spec 

that it extracted from data row 1049.  As you will discover in a 

moment, by associating different reference data with different 

instances of the processor, we can tell it to find different 

kinds of patterns.  EDQ’s Product Data Services will ship with an 

extensive set of pre-prepared reference data, but you should also 

note that EDQ reference data is extensible: you can add new rows 

to existing reference data, and you can also develop whole new 

sets of reference data yourself. 

21. Click Cancel to close the Reference Data Editor. 

22. Click Cancel to close the Extract Attributes processor. 

C – Add the second Extract Attributes processor 

1. In the Tool Palette Browser, on the right-side of the Director UI, click  to select 
the Product Data family of processors. 
 
 

 
 

2. Drag the Extract Attributes processor from the Tool Palette and drop it onto the 
Canvas, immediately to the right of the Extract Attributes - Composites processor. 
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3. Click  on the right-side of the Pattern extractor - composites processor, and drag 
to connect it to the  on the left-side of the new processor. 
 

4. As the two processors are connected, the Extract Attributes dialog opens. 

5. In the list of Available Attributes, select remaininginput.composites and click  
to move it to the Input description field. 
 

 
 

6. Navigate to the Options tab. 

7. Edit the Options as follows: 

a) Attribute Values delimiter  ^ 

b) Attribute Label Surround (…)  [] 
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c) Output delimiter    ~ 

d) Strip extractions?   Yes 

8. Click  to the right of the Extractions and replacements field, and, in the Select 
Resource dialog, select the [PatternExtraction] Units of Measure reference 
data, and click OK. 
 

 
 

9. Return to the Attributes tab. 

10. On the bottom right of the dialog, in the Suffix section, type ‘dimensioned’ into the 
suffix box and note that this renames all the output attributes above to have a 
.dimensioned extension. 
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11. Click OK to close the Extract Attributes dialog. 

12. On the Canvas, double-click the name of the Pattern extractor processor, and edit it 
so that it reads: Extract Attributes – Unit Dimension. 

 
 

13. Click  to run the process. 

14. In the Canvas, click the Extract Attributes – Unit Dimension processor. 

15. In the Results Browser, click the header of the extraction.dimensioned column 
twice in order to sort the results in descending order. 

16. Use the scroll-bars to browse through the results. 

17. In the Results Browser, click the filter icon ( ), and then filter on Id = 1049. 
 

 
 

18. Click OK to activate the filter.  In the Results Browser, you should now see this 
record: 
 

 
 

19. Note what the Extract Attributes – Unit Dimension processor has done: 

a) As the processor’s name suggests, it has extracted an attribute from the 
original description – in this case some dimensions relating to a screw.  It has 
put the extracted value in a new field called extraction.dimensioned 
 

  

b) It has created another new field called replacementoutput. dimensioned.  
This contains the input description with the attribute value extracted and 
replaced with the name of the attribute: 
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c) It has created a third new field called remaininginput. dimensioned.  This 
contains the original description, but without the extracted information: 
 

  
 

d) Finally, it has created another new field called attributevaluepairs. 
dimensioned.  This contains a value / attribute pair: the name of the 
attribute [Dim – Screw – I], a ^ symbol, and then the value (1 1/8-12x4).   
 

 

20. How has the processor done this?  On the Canvas, double-click the Extract 
Attributes – Unit Dimension processor to open it.  Then navigate to the options 
tab. 

21. Click  besides the Extractions and replacements field.  The Reference Data Editor 
opens: 
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As before, regular expressions (RegEx) held in EDQ reference 

data are used to recognize and extract particular patterns in 

the original description field.  As you can see in the 

screenshot above, this is how it can recognize the Screw Grade 

that it extracted from data row 1049. 

22. Click Cancel to close the Reference Data Editor. 

23. Click Cancel to close the Extract Attributes processor. 

D - Create an output attribute for the Attribute – Value Pairs 
1. In the Tool Palette on the right-hand side of the screen, type in Concat into the 

Search field 
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2. Click on the Concatenate processor, and then drag it onto the Canvas, to the right 
of the Extract Attributes – Unit Dimension processor. 
 

 
 

3. Click  on the right-side of the Extract Attributes – Unit Dimension processor, and 
drag to connect it to the  on the left-side of the Concatenate processor. 
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4. As the two processors are connected, the Concatenate dialog opens. 

5. In the list of Available Attributes, select attributevaluepairs.composites and 

attributevaluepairs.dimensioned, and then click  to move them to the 
Selected Attributes box. 

6. On the right-side of the Attributes tab, double click the Concat Output Attribute, 
and rename it to AttributeValuePairs. 

 

7. Navigate to the Options tab. 

8. Enter ~ as the Separator string. 

9. Set Ignore empty strings? to Yes. 
 

 

10. Click OK to close the Concatenate dialog. 

11. Near the top-left of the Canvas, click  to run the process. 

12. In the Canvas, click the Concatenate processor.  

13. In the Results Browser, note that a new field called AttributeValuePairs has been 
created.  This contains all of the pairs of values and attributes identified by the two 
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Pattern extractor processors.  Each pair is separated by a ~ character. 
 

 

E – Write out the data 
1. Click  on the right-side of the Concatenate processor, and drag to connect it to 

the  on the left-side of the Product Data Dimensioned (Writer) processor that 
is already present on the Canvas. 
 

 

2. As the two processors are connected, the Writer Configuration dialog opens.  The 
Selected attributes for Writing should automatically be mapped to a set of staged 
data.   
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As displayed above, all of the attributes should now be mapped, and none of them 
should appear in red. 

3. Click OK to close the Writer Configuration dialog. 

4. Near the top-left of the Canvas, click  to run the process. 

5. In the Canvas, click the Product Data Dimensioned (Writer) processor 

6. In the Results Browser, examine the attributes that are output by the process: 

 
 

The process identifies and extracts important quantitative 

information for a product category.  In our case it identifies 

and extracts dimensions, grades, packaging and materials for 

screws. 
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Part 5 – Extracting Attributes 

A - Examine the Attribute Extraction Process 
1. In the Project Browser, on the left-side of the Director UI, double click the [4] 

Extract Attributes process to open it on the Canvas. 

 

2. Near the top-left of the Canvas, click  to run the process. Note that this process 
reads in the data written out by the previous process (Product Data Dimensioned). 

3. Wait until the process has finished running. 

4. In the Canvas, click the Standardize Abbreviations  processor. 

5. In the Results Browser, click 107 to drill-down on the transformed records. 
 

 

6. Examine the differences between the Base Description and the Base 
Description.AllReplaced attributes. 
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This Replace All processor has used reference data to expand 

many of the abbreviations in the Base Description field.  For 

example, ‘CUP PT SOC SET SCR’ has become ‘CUP POINT SOCKET SET 

SCREW’. 

7. In the Canvas, click the Screws Standardized processor (the Writer). 

8. In the Results Browser, use the bottom scroll bar to locate the Material.Parse 
attribute.  Click the attribute’s header row (that is the words, ‘Material.Parse’). 

9. In the Enable Sort/Filter dialog, select Enable Sort/Filter now and click OK. 

10. Click the Material.Parse header twice to sort the records by Material descending. 
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The attributes suffixed with ‘.Parse’ have been added by the 

Parse processor.  The processor has used reference data to 

extract information about the screws’ head type, material, 

drive type, and so on from the base Description.  It has put 

this information into these new attributes.  In other words, 

it has structured the data in the manner required by the 

product hub. 
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Part 6 – Matching 

A – Navigate to the Matching Job and Run it 
1. In the Project Browser, on the left-side of the Director UI, expand the Projects 

node. 
 

 

2. Expand the Product Data Matching project, and, within that project, expand the 
Jobs node. 

3. Double click the DeDuplicate EDQ-PDS Showcase Batch job to open it in the 
middle area of the UI, which is called the Canvas. 
 

 

4. Near the top-left of the Canvas, click  to run the job, and wait until it has 
finished running. 

5. On the Canvas, right-click the Match Descriptions Showcase process, and select 
Open. 
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6. On the Canvas, double-click the Match Descriptions processor to open it. 
 

 

7. Click Review Results. 
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The Match Review user interface opens. 
 

 

 

8. In the drop-down that currently has ‘Review status’ selected, select Match rule 
name. 

9. In the drop-down directly to the right, select Auto Abbreviated Exact Match (1). 

10. Click Find. 
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The Match Review UI displays a pair of records that have automatically matched.  
Note that the DescriptionOriginal field contains different values, and that the 
Match Rule name is ‘Auto Abbreviated Exact Match’.  The difference in the two 
records is that the full form of the word ‘MOTOR’ is used in the first record, but is 
abbreviated to ‘MTR’ in the second record.  The Matching job overcomes this 
obstacle by automatically abbreviating words in both records so that they contain 
the same value – scroll across to the DescrAutoAbbreviated field to see this. 
 

 


